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HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDS OF THS READING PROBLEM
Reading ability has become rather generally recognized
in recent years as one of the important factors in scholastic
success. However, the existence of the problem has been
known to some extent for many years by students^ educators,
psychologists, and members of the medical profession.
As far back as 1909 Ayre made a study of retardation
among school children and drew attention to the fact that
reading difficulties were among the factors that had to be
considered in connection with the problem. Other researches
have led to the same conclusion whenever the causes of fail-
ure in school work have been investigated. At the present
time most of our schools and colleges are confronted with
very definite educational problems associated to a greater
or lesser extent with the reading ability of students.
There is a growing interest in the reading problem
which is shown by the number of courses dealing with reading
that are now conducted in the colleges and universities
throughout the country. Literature on the subject is being
published at an ever increasing rate and trained specialists
are in demand by educational systems of practically every
progressive community. Discussion of the reading problem
occupies a prominent place in the programs of teachers'
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2instruments designed to improve reading ability indicate
that the problem is being attacked very seriously at the
present time*
According to Gates and Bond, whose research was carried
out in 1936, there are well over a million children in this
country who are unable to do their school work satisfactor-
ily because of reading difficulties, A study of Percival
in 1936 shows that reading is the most common cause of
school failures, Monroe (1932) says that from twelve to
fifteen per cent of all school children are in need of re-
medial reading instruction. The National Education Associa-
tion estimated in 1935 that only about one-half of the pop-
ulation of the United States beyond elementary school age
are able to read satisfactorily.
That the challenge of the reading problem is being
accepted by educators is evident from the number of public-
ations devoted to it. In 1935 Betts listed over 1000 titles
on the "Analysis, Prevention, and Correction of Reading
Difficulties"
,
CAUSES OF REiiDING DIFFICULTIES
Research on reading deficiencies has been carried on
for about a century though the problem was approached from
a different view-point from the present one. Before 1900
most of the research was done by psychologists and physicians
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in German and French laboratories* Their investigations |
are recounted by several writers of the past forty years
among whom were Dearborn (1906), Huey (1908), Gray (1917),
and Schmidt (1917).
The studies were continued in this country by men who
had worked on the reading problem in Europe. Dodge, Dear-
born, Huey, Delabarre, Lough, Schmidt, Buswell, Gray, I
I
Freeman, Judd and others did a great deal of laboratory work
|
on eye behavior in reading. Their investigations, while
;
]
growing out of mere curiosity, have contributed greatly to
|
the recent accomplishments in remedial reading and the diag-
|
nosis of reading difficulties.
Extreme difficulty on the part of persons of normal
mental ability or better were explained by medical men in
terms of pathology, Hinshelwood (1902) explained the in-
ability to read as a defect of the brain which might be
j
caused by disease or accident. He believed that even ex-
|
trerae cases of inability in reading could be remedied by
'
|
clinical work and individual instruction.
Another theory offered in explanation of poor reading
ability is the relation betv/een hand and eye dominance,
I
Dearborn in 1929 arrived at the conclusion that in order to
j
I
avoid difficulties in reading and writing one should be '
either left handed and left-eyed, or right-handed and right-
I
eyed, preferably the latter. Difficulties appear especially;
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in children who have been changed over in handedness or
whose one-sidedness or lateral dominance has never been
well-established.
On the other hand Gates (1935), Haefner (1929), and
Woody and Phillips (1934) found no relationship between
achievement in reading and manual dominance. It is clear
therefore that the evidence on dominance is conflicting.
It is obvious that children with poor hearing and
marked visual defects are likely to experience difficulty
in acquiring the skills and techniques essential to good
reading, but any child -even the blind and deaf- can be
taught to read.
It has been demonstrated repeatedly that there is a
high correlation between reading scores and mental ages as
measured by standard tests of intelligence. Gray (1922)
reported low mental abilities as one of the most frequently
cited causes of reading difficulty. Gates (1930) says that
it is a remarkable achievement to teach any child of less
than 65 I,Q, to read material unassisted, Davidson (1931)
reported that "brightness is the most important thing in
reading"
,
In spite of all this, the so-called special reading
disability cases are often people of normal mental abilitie
or better, who, despite all efforts in their behalf, fail
to learn to read.
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But whatever the causes of weakness in reading ability
the fact remains that the deficiency exists to a very con-
siderable extent among pupils of all ages and grades from
the elementary schools up to and including the colleges.
Further it has been demonstrated time and again that the
reading difficulties of most pupils can be corrected by pro-
per remedial instruction. It is becoming more and more
apparent from researches of recent years that what has been
considered dullness in many pupils is nothing more than poor
reading skill. Failures in school work, it is now generally
agreed, are due in a large measure to deficiencies in read-
ing.
AIMS OF THIS STUDY
This thesis is intended to bring out definitely the
relation between scholarship and reading ability. The
number of cases studied (about 400) and the duration of the
experiment (over a year) make the results herein presented
valid beyond reasonable doubt.
While it is now generally recognized that reading plays
an important part in scholastic success, very little exper-
imentation has been done to show to what extent reading is
a factor, Finck' s experiment-^- is the nearest to those
Finck, Edgar M,
,
’’Relation of Ability in Reading to Suc-
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carried out in this thesis* He attempted to determine the
j
i
relation of ability in reading to success in other subjects i
and came to the conclusion that improvement in ability to
read is accompanied by improved achievement in those sub-
jects which involve a great deal of reading.
His conclusion is based on a study of twenty-one pairs
of pupils selected so that they were as nearly alike as
possible in age, mental ability, and achievement in school
work. One of each pair was given special reading instruc-
tion each day for one-half hour over a period of five
months. The entire group was tested again at the end of
that period for reading ability and achievement in school
work. The pupils who had been given special reading in-
struction showed decidedly better improvement in both read-
ing ability and achievement than the others. This conclu-
sion is in accord with what would be expected from the re-
sults of this thesis.
However, the conditions under which Finck conducted
his experiment were such that his results can not be relied
upon. The teachers of the two groups were inexperienced,
one of them "working only for her pay check"; attendance
was irregular; the control pupils knew their status; four
control pupils were close relatives of experimental pupils;,
and the average intelligence quotients of the tv/o groups was
only 87, with a range of 64 to 105. This last condition is
.1-
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the more interesting because of the conclusions reached in
the Newton experiments^^ that "Pupils selected for special
reading groups should have mental abilities high enough to
profit from small-group instruction. In general, pupils
whose reading ages already equal or exceed their mental age
should not be in these groups".
This thesis does not involve a remedial reading pro-
gram, It is simply intended to show: (1) what achievement
in high school is made by pupils of different reading
abilities, and (2) what the reading difficulties are among
sophomores at the Somerville High School,
^ Drake, C, Elwood, "Reading and Remedial Reading in a
Junior High School", Harvard Educational Review, 40:
19-29, Jan. 1940.
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A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN READING ABILITY AND SCHOUiSTIC
SUCCESS FOR 500 SOPHOMORES AT
SOMERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
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METHOD OF APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
This thesis includes two separate and distinct analy-
ses of problems of reading ability in relation to success
in school work. Each is complete and independent in Itself,
but the results in both cases point to the same general
conclusions.
Part I of this paper deals with a study of the reading
ability of 300 jtinior high school pupils (ninth grade) made
three months before graduation. The plan was to take the
results of this investigation and compare them with the
school records made by these same pupils in their sophomore
year in high school.
It was decided that the comparison would be made on
the basis of average marks for the whole year rather than
on a single term. In this way it was felt that adjustments
which had to be made as a result of the change from junior
high to high school would not affect the comparison to any
appreciable extent. Under this plan of procedure it appear-
ed that the conclusions arrived at would be accurate and
dependable beyond any reasonable doubt. The chief inconven-]
ience encountered in the method was the delay of more than
a year which was necessary before the study could be
comoleted.
f.
urAaog-^ ot Ho.-.oesgA go ao>iT?M
p>^
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Ylfiriii Soni&^if: biiB oJjjiijqeB ow^ eebj^lofii aieodi alrfT
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Ir'iBftei} tmne eiiJ oS &aloq csefio rf»fod ni sjMtrenT di/d
,8110 isuXonoo
“di lo Yfcxi.tR B riJ’lw 8X*'9b l^q^q r.ifU lo I J^«g
sfcBai (sbfiTs aZiquq Xooiioa iigid Troirix/t, OOC Jz X'^Zlidc
eriJ eTi^iJ oJ bjhw aBlq eriT .^ioi.tal/bA>^? - cilJiiOia sot/W
»
arii a8c.t d'lfi' Btoo fciif: rro lies v.it lo ev+Xuso'i
B'lomprfqoc TleffJ’ ni eXXqx/q amBa cjroj'J y^ pfcBfn eb'ioos'i ioofion
loorfoo dsid ni 'Tboy
no efcBm oo tXtxow rioeiTBiimoc tdd dB.dJ habi osb sa.. d"!
narfd *ifarfdi*: 'ib^x oXorfw ex(w 'lol aj^naft? o^btov, lo alR^'d fedd
•ioifii/(, monl ©gnado edd lo iXtisei i. ni’ fcfcXMr ad cd barf x.'oidw
i Y^b od lOEi'XBqnioo udd" doollfi d’on bluc .i loodoa daid od da id
-'iBinqqa df b'^^;fcooo^ J lo naXc eiad Tebric .dn^dxe eXdBloanqqfi
bn/j ©diiiiooB ©d bXoow da bevina nao iai/Xpiioo ©dd’ dadd fcs
-itfrvnooai Isido er.'”' ,ddx/ob oidariOEBai y^o fcnoYed eldabmqefc
I iiBdd , anom lo Y^Xt-b ©rid saw fcoridt>t o:id ni bsi dntrooria oonoi
* BO fclroo :"uda crfd ©nolfd Y^BabBoan acvr rioidw nB®Y ^
.
Hedslqinoo
Part II aimed to learn specifically just what reading
weaknesses do exist among Somerville High School sophomores.
This problem was met by analyzing the test results by parts
rather than as a whole. The four groups tested were un-
questionably of widely different abilities because of the
selective method that was used in their formation. The re-
sults could therefore be expected to agree with the results
of Part I insofar as relative standings of the classes in
reading ability are concerned. In other words, if a real
correlation does exist between reading ability and success
in school work, then the best of the four groups (since it
was selected on the basis of school marks) should stand
highest in reading ability. Likewise, the poorest class in
scholarship should be lowest in reading ability,
PROCEDURE
The Iowa Silent Reading Tests were administered to the
300 ninth grade pupils. The rate of silent reading scores
and grade equivalents were tabulated from the results of
the tests. Likewise the total comprehension scores and
grade equivalents and the percentile ranks were listed for
each pupil.
The results were arranged by percentile rank and di-
vided into quartiles for comparison. Since the highest
total comprehension grade which can be determined by this
SnKfftT J-js.'fw xlifijrilioo'remr.el oJ II w*7B<i
e?-xo)i:ofiqo8 Xoorfo3 eXilv'ie -ioa gaomu ot r’OLeerrrfXav.’
s^-iaq eJ'X^aeT JeaJ' suXs’^Xanc \;d X’fem aaw jnaXcxo^q tirfT
-m Q'leyf f-sJ'BsX sqt/ong 'it/oJ erfT a ea xtcrf^ ^criia'i
SfiX lo aaJirasecf p.t) tdUidXi J-noTO'tUb >cI©bJtw lo \rXc'ar!oX^‘^Bi;p
« •
-'^T eJT .aoiJi3*P'icl -liarf^ ai re lU- eaw ^ariJ- borfisn? evxioelee
e^Xi/aei ridi^f eo't^c oJ oeiofqxe od e7ols7‘jriJ ibluo-j adltie
ni Rt>88BXo erivt lo esnibnaJ;:: vVl^Xx^ieT an -isloeni I
Xae'j 11 ,b 570 w 'xedJo n. .beaToonoo ons \dl£ld£> gn'baoT
oeeooif;^ giiibt*^T aeewcDd Jalxe aoob nol,lBle77oo
ii oonie) aquong luol srt^ lo fatd sriJ nfed^t ,5iTcift loorioa ni
biiB^e bXoode (e^lirm ioodoe lo eiaad orJ no bedoelt^B saw
ni aaaXo dee'tocr .eeiwd^iJ .'X^lXida anit-sei ni
.^wiXlda gnitae'i ni Jsewol ed bXtrortp qirfan^ Xoiioo
©rfi ot boT - ia in irr ba 8Tt>w ei ivT gnibaeH ineXiB /ijfol odT
eonooe anibasn in'^'Xie lo eii’i &(fT .aliqnq ebnjj rfi.iin OCo
lo f.iXuayn srfi w^'il beiaXncUi enevi pinelaviupe eb/yitf bna
bna et'iooa fioianeiis'iqtnoo Indod erid esiv»9;-JiJ .aiati e/Xi
nol beiHiX enow aiinen eXlineoneq odd bcu' adn&fnvlupi* BDm%
,fiqjq iloae
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test is 10-10 (the last month of the tenth grade) this is
the highest grade appearing in the results. Twelve pupils
attained this rating. The lowest comprehension grade equiv-
alent for any of the pupils was 5-4, Two such records
appear at the bottom of the first quartile. Between these
two extremes the results were rather uniformly distributed.
The next step in the analysis was to tabulate the
scholastic records made by the pupils during their tenth
grade. It was decided that it would be of interest to aver-
age English marks for the four terms of the school year, as
well as averages for all subjects combined. The year's
record for each pupil was looked up in the high school re-
cord books and numerical ratings computed.
The marks used in the school are A, B, C, C“, D, and E,
The "point value" of the subjects varies according to the
number of periods of class instruction and outside prepara-
tion, English, for example is a four point subject, Ste-
nography is five, and Mechanical Drawing one. In order to
calculate averages on a numerical basis and provide for the





ei airfJ (sba'ig srfJ lo liJ-noni JasI sriJ') OI-CX Ri ^89>J
evIevT'T .s^Xi^es'i ^rtS ni gniT/i&qqa eb&'iU ieerfgiri srfJ
-vixrps aolanofloiviinoo ^aov/oi eriT siri-^ bQciic&^a
ebiooeT rio^/a or;T .^-c: e^w aliqW'T er{^t lo >^0*^ tol Jiiela
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' c'^saY .b atbftjoo a>tor'L^ya Xa lol eeganova ea XX aw
-e'l Xoon'oa rlglrf oriJ iii qt^ XeiiooX aaw llqt/q rioa© tcI ^^c 2 a'l
I .saXwqtroo B3*!lXi;T lar- t*?9.Tun fcna e^ood £)*ioo
b.ij ,G ,"v «A o*ia XoorfoE odJ fix baax/ a3^^a^ '>dT
QifJ o3 gnibTOoca aoiTf^v aJ‘39(,duc, lo "euXav Jriioq' ©r'.T
-maqa^'j &bie3uo bna no X rqu": Xeni Pv.h^ D lo atoiTt.. lo nsdmxfn
-©J8 ^nioq irol ^3 ‘.X 5 Iqesxo nol ^ir-XIgn'. .riolvf
'lobio nl .vno sf^Xw-enf. X£oXnorioei»l txia ,©vil ai
\
ati^ *10! ©bi/OTq tiia pts/'o XaclTscitrn a no ijag^navii a«taXti9Xao
.fccXiem v.niwoIXol ed3 aulbuJa zt/oiiav ?ri3- lo grtldrlg/avr Teqonq
I
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Calculation of scholastic avsragss
A numerical scale was used in place of the letter scale
so that A*5, B=4, C*3, C”“2, D=l, S=0, A five point sub-
ject was given five times the weight of a one point subject,
A pupil receiving for his four English marks C, C“, B, A,
wotild have his average for the year computed thus:
C-=2
C*3




The average mark of 3.50 represents a literal grade
halfway between B and C,
Below is a sample calculation of the General Scholastic
Rating (all subjects of the year’s work) for Marion Marino,
one of the pupils considered in this investigation.
OAngw. DiTa/^oHca iioitajuoj.-.o
,9XiJ'JS lo 90/iIq ni l>©etr 83w oleo:? li^oxTernifn
I
-dija Xaioq ©vil A .0=^ ,I«a ,''-"0
,
,c*»n iaifJ oa
.^09{.d5/a ^nioq eao a 1c sfdJ aeiniX ev^tl nevxjj saw .oof,
,1. ,e ,“0 ,0 a^i'iem ffRUjin? "ojol aid ^o1 griivisoen IXcarq i'
:-^;.7rf.t DeXuqmoo tao'^ orfJ’ toI OB^Tav? exd 9v«ri oXxrct;
A=-0






? ofcd^^ Ia^eJiX © eXueao'jqoi J5.c lo sgi^'iava oriT
«
,r y naO'iJcd \?Aw1Ii3d
ciXcaXor^o3 ISTonsO ©dX ^.o t^elrcleo a n. rroleL
,Oiiiiat* nol’taii nol (Xtow ^ '^Be^i tdJ- lo cJ-06(,d7a il«) gaiJ’xH
.aoiJc.’il'ta© vil n; '..t at taitfbtaaoo aXxqx/q arid lo ©ao
SCHOLASTIC RECORD
Term
Sub.iect Points I II III IV
Engl i sh 4 B B B B
French 5 B B B B
Stenography 5 A B A A
Commerce
and Industry 4 A A A A
Choral
Practice 1s B B B B
Commercial
Drawing 1 A A A A
Total Points 19i
By using the numerical rating scale these marks become
Term Weighted
Sub.iect Points I II III IV Total Total
English 4 4 4 4 4 16 64
French 5 4 4 4 4 16 80
Stenography 5 5 4 5 5 19 95
Commerce
and Industry 4 5 5 5 5 20 80
Choral Practice 12 4 4 4 4 16 8
Commercial
Drawing 1 5 5 5 5 20 20
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Dividing this combined weighted total by 4 (since there are
4 terms) gives an average weighted total per term of 86.75.
This number (86.75) is divided by the number of "points" of
work carried by the pupil, 19^. The quotient obtained,
4.44, is the General Scholastic Rating of the pupil for the
entire year’s work. Since A=5 and B=4 in this system, the
pupil achieved an average grade between A and B.
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lo ’’eJaloq'^ lo T^^tiinun eriJ" ycf btbivtn ai (fiV.OS) TeGRii/ri BirfTi
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Donnelly, M. 39 10-10 193 90 10-10
Holland, G* 36 10-10 191 80 10-10
Almeida, D, 41 10-10 190 80 10-10
Keyes, B, 41 10-10 189 80 10-10
Solari, L, 29 8-10 189 80 10-10
McKittrick, A* 40 10-10 188 80 10-10
Conroy, B* 43 10-10 184 75 10-10
Thompson, M. 38 10-10 184 75 10-10
Camerlengo, R* 29 8-10 182 70 10-10
Greene, D. 33 10-10 180 70 10-10
Buinetsky, V, 30 9-5 177 60 10-10
Berry, M« 39 10-10 176 60 10-10
Gilman, A, 41 10-10 175 60 10-9
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Rate of Rate of Total Per-
Silent Silent Compre- cen-






37 10-10 174 60 10-8
31 9-10 172 60 10-7
37 10-10 172; 60 10-7
43 10-10 168 50 10-5
36 10-10 168 50 10-5
34 10-10 168 50 10-5
43 10-10 167 50 10-5
41 10-10 165 50 10-3
41 10-10 164 50 10-3
36 10-10 164 50 10-3
35 10-10 164 50 10-3
43 10-10 163 50 10-2
43 10-10 163 50 10-2
27 7-10 163 50 10-2
43 10-10 162 50 10-2
43 10-10 162 50 10-2
34 10-10 162 50 10-2
34 10-10 161 50 10-1
35 10-10 160 50 10-1
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Thulin, B, 32 10-5 159 50 9-10
Sykes, ?• 30 9-5 159 50 9-10
Cagliuso, F* 39 10-10 158 50 9-10
Doane, E, 34 10-10 158 50 9-10
Higden, M, J, 39 10-10 157 40 9-9
Safarian, D, 33 10-10 157 40 9-9
Eccles, A. 29 8-10 157 40 9-9
Wypych, H. 34 10-10 157 40 9-9
Kinsley, D* 30 9-5 156 40 9-9
Anderson, E, 38 10-10 155 40 9-8
Paone, T, 26 7-7 155 40 9-8
Beckett, G«. 39 10-10 154 40 9-8
Hobbs, 37 10-10 154 40 9-8
Buzkys, G, 29 8-10 154 40 9-8
Gosselin, J, 27 7-10 154 40 9-8
MacLean, K« 33 10-10 153 40 9-7
Morris, A^ 30 9-5 153 40 9-7
Harding, H, 24 6-10 153 40 9-7
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Nickerson, P* 38 10-10 152 40 9-6
Gibbons, ?• 21 5-10 151 40 9-6
Scott, V, 39 10-10 150 40 9-5
Carrier, J. 22 6-4 149 40 9-5
Churchey, D, 32 10-5 148 40 9-4
Woodward, L, 38 10-10 147 40 9-4
Smith, K, 36 10-10 147 40 9-4
QUARTILE III
H\ime, I, 29 8-10 147 40 9-4
Rejmolds, F, 28 8-5 147 40 9-4
O'Brien, M, 36 7-7 147 40 9-4
Conti
,
F* 31 9-10 145 30 9-2
Karlsen, H. 30 9-5 145 30 9-2
Regan, M. 26 7-7 144 30 9-2
Armstrong, V, 23 6-7 144 30 9-2
Ferrari, F, 20 5-7 144 30 9-2
Crane, B, 20 5-7 144 30 9-2
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Name Rate of Rate of Total Per- Total









Fitzgerald, Cr, 16 3-10 144 30 9-2
D*Angio, J. 86 7-7 143 30 9-1
Fuccillo, G. 29 8-10 142 30 9-1
Wilson, A, 26 7-7 142 30 9-1
Baillie, J* 23 6-7 142 30 9-1
Trant, A, 32 10-5 141 30 8-10
Irving, A, P, 26 7-7 141 30 8-10
Steens, R. 84 6-10 141 30 8-10
Douglas, M* 22 6-4 141 30 8-10
Marino, A, M, 36 10-10 140 30 8-9
Gilroy, I, 26 7-7 140 30 8-9
Robinson, F. M* 34 10-10 139 30 8-9
Lowe, R. 22 6-4 139 30 8-9
Fleming, K. 41 10-10 139 30 8-9
Sica, M. T. 24 6-10 138 30 8-9
Donahue, L* 22 6-4 138 30 8-9
Del Medico, F« 19 5-4 138 30 8-9
Toomey, B, 18 4-10 138 30 8-9
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Buonomo, R, M, 28 8-5 137 30 8-8
Yeomans, R* 25 7-4 137 30 8-8
Marks, V, 34 10-10 136 30 8-8
Solari, E, 31 9-10 135 30 8-7
Oliver, T* 27. 7-10 135 30 8-7
Johnson, E*. 22 6-4 135 30 8-7
Athenakis, H. 31 9-10 134 25 8-7
Connolly, D. 25 7-4 134 30 8-7.
Syda, M. L. 24 6-10 134 25 8-7
Noble, 21 5-10 133 25 8-6
Mackey, S« 38 10-10 up 132 25 8-6
Giarizzo, M, S. 31 9-10 132 25 8-6
Quinn, D, 23 6-7 132 25 8-6
Preziosi, R. 19 5-4 132 30 8-6
McLaughlin, L* 34 10-10 up 131 25 8-5
White, M. 33 10-10 131 25 8-5
Hildreth, V, 22 6-4 131 ^5 8-5
DiMartino, J, E
.
39 10-10 up 130 25 8-10
Linehan, M, 22 6-4 130 25 8-5
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Hayes, E* 40 10-10 up 129 25 8-4
O'Connor, P. 30 9-5 128 20 8-4
Wallace, A, 22 6-4 128 20 8-4
Beecher, M* 32 10-5 127 20 8-3
Byrne, C» 30 9-5 127 20 8-3
Murphy, F, 30 9-5 127 20 8-3
Meidros, L. 29 8-10 127 20 8-3
Maffeo, E« 23 6-7 127 20 8-3
Mello, D. 43 10-10 125 20 8-2
Stringos, E, 37 10-10 125 20 8-2
Marino, L, 30 9-5 125 25 8-2
Smith, E« 27 7-7 125 20 8-2
Thompson, M, 22 6-4 125 20 8-2
Poloian, M. 39 10-10 124 20 8-2
Thompson, L* 32 10-5 124 20 8-2
Psarianes, M, E. 25 7-7 124 20 8-2
McCollem, A, 24 7-7 124 20 8-2
Vrattos, V, 21 5-10 124 20 8-2
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Wambolt, B. 13 3-1 124 20 8-2
Flewelling, B, S. 40 10-10 up 123 20 8-1
Robinson, S, 29 8-10 123 20 8-1
Estrella, G* 27 7-10 123 20 8-1
Fletcher, A, 24 6-10 123 20 8-1
Cleveland, M. 21 5-10 123 20 8-1
March, D, 14 3-4 123 20 8-1
Davis, R* 31 9-10 122 20 8-1
Pando, B, 30 9-5 122 20 8-1
McGrath, A, 22 9-5 122 20 8-1
Brenner, D, 22 6-4 122 20 8-1
Kelly, F. 18 6-4 122 20 8-1
England, L, 18 4-10 122 20 8-1
Dever, B. 36 10-10 121 10 7-10
Kataska, L. H. 31 9-10 121 10 7-10
Boyages, A* 30 9-5 120 10 7-10
Ruby, R. 21 5-10 120 10 7-10
Fifield, J, 34 10-10 up 119 10 7-9
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Newton, H* 41 10-10 up 118 10 7-9
Brousseau, M, 86 7-7 118 10 7-9
Gearon, M. 23 6-7 118 10 7-9
Blow, M* 20 5-7 118 10 7-9
Rego, M. 24 7-5 118 10 7-9
Limberakis, E, 27 7-10 117 10 7-9
Carney, L. 27 7-10 112 10 7-9
Miele, M* 26 7-7 117 10 7-9
Shea, M« 20 5-7 117 10 7-9
Tsotsi, H. 29 8-10 116 10 7-9
Van Iderstine, G. 23 6-7 116 10 7-8
Viola, M, 22 . 6-4 116 10 7-8
Girdis, E, 22 6-4 116 10 7-8
McKenna, R, 19 5-4 116 10 7-8
Rourke, D* 41 10-10 up 115 10 7-8
Luna, E, 30 9-5 115 10 7-8
Walsh, A. 23 6-7 115 10 7-8
McVarish, E* 20 5-7 115 10 7-8
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O'Hara, U, 18 4-10 115 10 7-8
Schrage, R« 22 6-4 114 10 7-8
Uarsie, J« 21 5-10 114 10 7-8
Park, C. 16 3-10 114 10 7-7
Coonaris, K, 41 10-10 up 113 10 7-7
Cotter, F* 22 6-4 113 10 7-7
Cordiero, F. 29 8-10 112 10 7-6
Tyschok, H. 23 6-7 112 10 7-6
Catanzano, C, 22 6-4 112 10 7-6
McCarthy, M. 38 10-10 up 111 10 7-6
McMahon, R« 22 6 —4 111 10 7-6
Canpo, L. 22 6-4 111 10 7-6
Doherty, 2* 36 10-10 up 110 10 7-5
Kearns, D, 22 6-4 109 1-10 7-5
DiClcco, L« 22 4-10 109 1-10 7-5
Casdia, H. 32 10-5 108 1-10 7-5
DiSarcina, T. 24 6-10 108 1-10 7-5
Salisirary, 0, 25 7-4 107 1-10 7-4
Zona, 7, 23 6-7 107 1-10 7-4
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Wallace, D, 22 6-4 107 1-10 7-4
MacAulay, B, 22 6-4 107 1-10 7-4
Pratt, F, 21 5-10 107 1-10 7-4

























































Halloran, F, 31 9-10 106 1-10 7-4
Asplund, D. 20 5-7 106 1-10 7-4
De Feo, 0. 17 4-5 106 1-10 7-3
Santoro,’ C, 35 10-10 up 105 1-10 7-3
Tseko, V. 25 7-4 105 1-10 7-3
Korzemeioska, S. 25 7-4 105 1-10 7-3
Duva, S« 22 6-4 105 1-10 7-3
Dwyer, R* 34 10-10 up 104 1-10 7-3
Galdi, G* 15 3-7 104 1-10 7-3
DiMilla, F. 12 3-1 104 1-10 7-3
Agresti, M. 43 10-10 up 103 1-10 7-2
Banks, B. 26 6-10 103 1-10 7-2
Flemming, P* 22 6-4 103 1-10 7-2
Cammarata, R, 30 9-5 102 1-10 7-2
Croke, D, 27 7-10 102 1-10 7-2
Bruno, L. 24 6-10 102 1-10 7-2
Snook, E, 22 6-4 102 1-10 7-2
Souza, D. 30 9-5 100 1-10 7-1


















Morris, D* 15 3-7 100 1-10 7-1
Anastasi, P. 35 10-10 up 98 1-10 6-10
Alberto, V, 24 6-10 98 1-10 6-10
Celia, L* 11 3-1 Below 98 1-10 6-10
Salipante, M, 24 6-10 97 1-10 6-9
Albano, D. 23 6-7 96 1-10 6-9
Breton, L. 19 5-4 96 1-10 6-9
Recupero, N* 20 5-7 95 1-10 6-9
Agostino, A, 43 10-10 up 94 1-10 6-8
McNeill, M. 19 5-4 94 1-10 6-8
Fraser, E. 38 10-10 up 93 1-10 6-8
Naughton, C* 34 10-10 up 93 1-10 6-8
Biffano, J. 31 9-10 92 1-10 6-7
Gibbons, F. 27 7-10 92 1-10 6-7
Caslellano, R, 22 5-7 92 1-10 6-7
Langein, F, 17 4-5 91 1-10 6-7
Lowe, F, 10 5-4 Below 91 1-10 6-7
Cosgrove, M, 22 6-4 90 1-10 6-7
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33 10-10 88 1-10 6-6
22 6-4 88 1-10 6-6
11 3-1 Below 88 1-10 6-6
22 6-4 87 1-10 6-6
23 3-10 86 1-10 6-5
27 7-10 84 1-10 6-5
24 6-10 84 1-10 6-4
23 6-7 84 1-10 6-4
27 7-10 83 1-10 6-4
15 3-7 83 1-10 6-4
20 5-7 79 1-10 6-2
20 5-7 77 1-10 6-1
23 6-7 75 Ifo 5-10
20 4-10 72 l^Below 5-9
41 10-10 up 70 l^Below 5-8
33 10-10 66 l^Below 5-6
16 5-4 62 l^Below 5-4
22 6-4 61 l^Below 5-4
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Donnelly, M. 90 4,25 3.70
Holland, G* 80 4.25 3.82
Almeida, D. 80 5.00 4.99
Keyes, B. 80 3.25 3.67
Solari, L* 80 5,00 4.32
McKittrick, A* 80 3.50 2.68
Conroy, B* 75 4,00 3.23
Thompson, M, 75 4.25 3.80
Camerlengo, R, 70 4.25 3.71
Greene, D, 70 3.25 3.87
Buinetsky, V. 60 4.50 4.52
Berry, M. 60 3.00 2.67
Gilman, A. 60 2,75 4.25
Williams, D, 60 2.75 3.07
Bent, M, 60 4.00 4.45
Chakalis, A, 60 5.00 4.45
V/hite, F, 60 2.75 2.99
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Barentine, M. 50 4.50 4.22
Morgan, B, 50 3,50 3.81
Abbott, L, 50 3.25 3.84
Phillips, S. 50 4,75- 4.49
Seavey, D. 50 4.00 3.40
Tessier, M. 50 4.25 4.21
Lennon, M* 50 3.25 3.71
Holland, M, L, 50 4.50 4.28
Horgan, A. 50 4.50 4.58
Patterson, F, 50 4.00 2.71
Grindie, M. 50 4.25 3.59
Crowe, H. 50 4.00 3.91
Maio, M, 50 5.00 3.94
Zouvartian, Z, 50 4.25 4.26
Fermoyle, L, 50 4.00 3.68
Thulin, B* 50 4.00 3.92
Sykes, P, 50 3.00 2.76
Cagliuso, F* 50 3.75 4.46
Doans, E. 50 4.25 3.88
Higden, M. J, 40 3.00 2.47
.1
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Safarian, D* 40 3.25 2.18
Eccles, A* 40 5.00 4.80
Wypych, H* 40 4.00 3.63
Anderson, E* 40 4.25 4.21
Paone, T, 40 4.25 4.26
Beckett, Gr. 40 3.00 2.36
Hobbs, J. 40 4.00 3.46
Buzkys, 40 5.00 4.26
Gosselin, J* 40 3.25 4.16
MacLean, K. 40 4.00 2.58
Morris, A, 40 2.25 2.56
Harding, H. 40 2.50 3.38
Irvine, \7, 40 4.50 2.86
Nickerson, P, 40 2.75 1.58
Gibbons, P, 40 3.50 3.55
Scott, V. 40 3.00 2.64
Carrier, J. 40 5.00 3.24
Churchey, D* 40 3.50 3.92
Woodward, L* 40 3.00 2.36
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Hume, I* 40 3.75 2.64
Reynolds, F* 40 3.25 3.15
O'Brien, M* 40 5.00 4.18
Conti, F. 30 2.25 2.87
Karlsen, H, 30 3.25 3.57
Regan, M* 30 4.00 3.75
Armstrong, V, 30 3.00 2.77
Ferrari, F, 30 2.25 3.14
Crane, B« 30 3.50 3.35
Fitzgerald, G. 30 3.50 3.11
D'Angio, J, 30 4.25 4.58
Fuccillo, G* 30 3.50 4.51
Wilson, A, 30 4.00 3.29
Baillie, J, 30 4.00 3.30
Trant, A* 30 4.75 3.56
Irving, A, P, 30 3.25 4.54
Steens, R. 30 3.25 3.50
Douglas, M, 30 3.75 4.14
Marino, A, M. 30 4.00 4.21
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Gilroy, I. 30 2.50 3.37
Robinson, F, M, 30 3.50 3.41
Lowe, R, 30 5.00 4.13
Fleming, K. 30 4.75 3.15
,
Sica, M, T, 30 4.25 4.04
Donahue
,
L, 30 4.25 2.92
Del Medico, F, 30 3.50 3.17
Toorney, B, 30 1.50 2.05
Fraser, S. 30 5.00 3.55
Buonomo, R. M, 30 3.75 3.99
Yeomans, R* 30 2.25 2.33
Marks, V* 30 3.50 3.07
Solari, E, 30 3.75 3.28
Oliver, T* 30 4.00 4.00
Johnson, E* 30 3.25 2.73
Athenakis, H, 25 5.00 4.44
Connolly, D* 30 3.25 3.96
Syda, M, L, 25 4.00 4.12
Noble, F. 25 4.00 2.74
Mackey, S* 25 4.00 3.05
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Giarizzo, M. S. 25 4.75 4,79
Quinn, D, 25 4.00 3.22
Preziosi, R# 30 4.25 4.00
McLaughlin, L, 25 2.00 2.27
White, M* 25 5.00 4,53
Hildreth, V. 25 3.00 2.57
Di Martino, J, E. 25 3.25 3.80
Linehan, M* 25 2.75 2.41
Hayes, E^ 25 3.50 3.17
0* Connor, P* 20 1.75 1.70
Muskalski, L. 20 4,25 3.87
Wallace, A* 20 2.25 2.25
Beecher, M* 20 4.00 3.29
Byrne, C. 20 3.00 2.66
Murphy, P, 20 3.25 2.20
Medeiros, L* 20 3.00 3.25
Maffeo, E. 20 5.00 4.07
Mello, D* 20 3.50 2.95
Stringos, E, 20 3.75 3.08
Marino, L, 25 4.00 4.34
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Thompson, M* 20 4.00 2.63
Poloian, M. 20 5.00 3.67
Thompson, L, 20 4.00 2.99
Psarianas, M, K* 20 3.75 3,65
McCollem, A* 20 3.25 2,63
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Name Reading English Scholasti
Percentile Average Rating
Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 10
Wambolt, B, 20 4.00 3.88
Flewelling, B, S. 20 2.75 2.82
Robinson, E* 20 3.25 2.43
Estrella, G, 20 2.75 2.93
Fletcher, A* 20 3.75 3.01
Cleveland, M. 20 3.25 2.56
March, D, 20 3.00 2.39
Davis, R. 20 4.00 3.55
Pando, B. 20 4.00 4.22
McGrath, A* 20 4.00 3.94
Brenner, D« 20 4.75 3.87
Kelly, F. 20 3.75 3.49
England, L, 20 OlO»to 2.76
Dever, B. 10 3.00 3.34
Kataska, L* H. 10 5.00 4.30
Boyages, A. 10 4.00 3.46
Ruby, R, 10 3.00 2.88
Fi field, J, 10 3.50 3.71
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Newton, H. 10 3.00 2,34
Brousseau, M. 10 2.50 1.88
Gearon, M. 10 3.25 3.91
Blow, M* 10 3.25 3.12
Rego, M. 10 3,25 2.89
Limberakis, E. 10 5.00 4.49
Carney, L. 10 3.00 2.51
Meile, M. 10 4.25 4,06
Shea, 10 3.25 3,12
Tsotsi, H. 10 3.00 3,45
Van Iderstine, G, 10 2.50 2.71
Viola, M, 10 4.25 3.56
Girdis, E. 10 4.00 4.21
McKenna, R* 10 3.25 3,13
Rourke, D* 10 2.75 2.67
Lima, E» 10 3.75 3.11
Walsh, A. 10 3.00 2.56
McVarish, E, 10 3.00 3.09
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O'Hara, M. 10 3,00 2,68
Schrage, R« 10 3,25 3,53
Marsie, J, 10 3,75 2.86
Park, C. 10 1,00 1.31
Co-unaris, K* 10 3,50 3.93
Cotter, R* 10 3,00 1.48
Cordiero 10 3.00 2,70
Tyschok, N. 10 3.75 3,91
Catanzano, C* 10 2.00 2.19
McCarthy, M, 10 3.00 2.30
McMahon, R, 10 3,00 2.90
Carapo, L* 10 4.00 3.55
Doherty, E, 10 5,00 toCO•to
Kearns, D* 1-10 3.00 2,49
DiCicco, L« 1-10 2.50 2.69
Casdia, H* 1-10 3.00 2.92
DiSarcina, T, 1-10 in
•
to 3.20
Salisbury, G, 1-10 3,00 2,67
Zona, V, 1-10 3.75 3.32
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Wallace, D, 1-10 4,75 3,78
MacAiiley, B, 1-10 3,00 3,03
Pratt, F, 1-10 3,00 2,21









































Halloran, F, 1-10 3,50 3.37
Asplund, D, 1-10 4.00 4.31
De Feo, 0. 1-10 3.00 4.66
Santoro, C. 1-10 3.25 3.39
Tseko, V, 1-10 4.00 3.63
Korzemeioska, S. 1-10 5.00 4.78
Duva, S, 1-10 3.75 3.72
Dwyer, R. 1-10 3.00 2,25
Galdi, G, 1-10 3.00 2.43
DiMilla, F. 1-10 3.50 3.43
Agresti, M, 1-10 3.25 3.23
Banks, B, 1-10 4.50 4,48
Flemming, P* 1-10 4.00 2.64
Cammarata, R, 1-10 3.75 3.72
Croke, D, 1-10 3,00 3.28
Bruno, L, 1-10 3.25 3,54
Snook, E, 1-10 3.25 4.09
Souza, D* 1-10 3,50 3.91
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Morris, D, 1-10 2.25 2,24
Anastasi, P. 1-10 3.00 3.26
Alberto, V, 1-10 3.25 2.54
Celia, L, 1-10 3.00 3.09
Salapante, M, 1-10 2.75 2.12
Breton, L. 1-10 3.25 3.81
Recupero, N* 1-10 3.00 3.24
Agostino, A. 1-10 1.25 1.90
McNeill, M. 1-10 3.00 2.67
Fraser, 3, 1-10 2.75 2.10
Naughton, C* 1-10 3.00 2.36
Biffano, J, 1-10 1.75 2.36
Gibbons, F, 1-10 3.75 3.21
Caslellano, R, 1-10 3.00 3.20
Langein, F, 1-10 2.50 2.01
Lowe, F* 1-10 1.75 2.04
Cosgrove, M. 1-10 3.00 3.24
Coughlin, M. 1-10 4.00 3.05
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Barnes, R, 1-10 8.50 8.85
Bryant, P. 1-10 4.00 3.87
Draghi, R. 1-10 8.50 8.16
Delle Dome, E* 1-10 3.85 8.89
Malone, M. 1-10 8.85 1.30
Fedele, C. 1-10 3.85 3.58
Hayes, M. 1-10 8.85 8.13
McDonnell, V. 1-10 1.75 1.99
Ewert, E. 1-10 0.50 1.86
Cowan, D. 1-10 8.75 8.44
Cadoury, A« 1-10 8.75 1.91
Holmes, J« Ifo 3.00 8.67
Beckett, F. 1^ Below 3.00 1.83
Campos, I. 1^ Below 1.85 8.76
Shea, J, 1% Below 8.85 1.79
Chapman, D, 1^ Below 8.75 8.15
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IV 58 3.87 3.65
III 66 3.65 3.35
II 61 2.41 3.14
I 55 2.95 2.87
Total Number of Pupils 240
Average English Rating 3.48
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The results show that the pupils who were in the lowest
quartile in all-around reading ability were definitely the
lowest in both English and general scholarship. The picture
would be even worse for this group if those pupils who
dropped out of school after completion of the ninth grade,
and those who left during the year in the tenth grade were
taken into consideration.
By far the largest percentage of the fifty-odd pupils
unaccounted for, from the original group of about 300, came
from this quartile.
The only cases entering into the tabulation are those
who finished the entire tenth year.
The second and third quartiles in reading ability were
likewise second and third in English and general scholar-
ship, In these two groups combined, fev/er pupils failed to
complete the tenth grade than was the case in quartile I,
However, quartile II showed a considerably greater loss than
quartile III,
The fourth or highest quartile remained almost intact
throughout the tenth grade. As a group their English aver-
age of 3,87 was very near to honor grades, (B or above).
Individually, most of these pupils did receive honor grades.
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In general scholarship the quartile average of 3,65 was
highly satisfactory. Many of the pupils achieved the Credit
List (all B' s and A's) and several the Maximum Credit List
(all A's),
Non-promotion as a consequence of tenth grade scholar-
ship followed the same general trend, the largest number
being found in the first quartile and practically none in
the top quartile.
The graph of General Scholarship against Reading Abili-
ty, as nearly as it can be plotted, is a straight line.
This indicates that general scholastic achievement varies
directly with reading ability,
English marks in general for the entire group as shown
in the graph, were considerably higher than the combined
marks in all studies. This graph is not a straight line but
it does show a distinct rise for each of the three upper
quartiles over the next lower one.
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1, Success in secondary school work is directly
proportional to reading ability .
This is the most important fact brought out by the
investigation. It accomplishes the main purpose of the
project, namely the determination of whether or not any
correlation exists between reading ability and scholastic
accomplishment,
2, English marks in high school vary with reading
ability
.
This variation is not a straight line function as is
general scholarship, but it is a very definite indication
that notable success in English is nearly always accompa-
nied by good general ability in reading,
3, Poor reading ability usually results in unsatis-
factory records in English ,
Analysis of individual records show that, with almost
no exceptions, a pupil low in reading ability makes a poor
record in English, The average English mark for the lowest
quartile as shown by this project is 2,95, less than the
lowest satisfactory grade of C,
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4, English marks in hip;h school run considerably
higher than the average marks for all sub.iects combined.
This is clearly shown by the graph of results. It is
most conspicuous for the average pupil, that is, the pupils
in quartile II and III,
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PART II
AN i^LYSIS OF reading
DIFFICULTISS AMONG SOPHOMORES AT
SOMERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL AND A
COMPARISON OF FOUR HISTORY
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METHOD SMPLOYSD
Standard reading tests were given to 120 high school
sophomore pupils to ascertain what the reading difficulties
were and to what extent they existed in different types of
classes. Intelligence tests were also given to these same
pupils.
,
The results for each class were tabulated and a graph
was plotted for each of the four classes on the same set of
co-ordinate axes. This graph shows at a glance the relative
standings of the groups in reading ability.
TESTS USED
The tests used in this study were the Iowa Silent Read-
ing Tests and the Otis Self-administering Tests of Mental
Ability,
The Iowa Test is divided into six subtests, each of
which is designed to show strength or weakness on the part
of the pupil in the following phases of reading:





6, Location of Information by Alphabetizing and Use of
Index
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The Otis test is self -administering as its name im-
plies* That is to say, after general instructions are
given to the class, no further activity on the part of the
administrator is necessary. No questions may be asked by
the pupils and they continue working until the allowed time
of thirty minutes has elapsed*
Samples of both tests are included in this report*
PROCSDURS
Four sophomore history classes were selected for ad-
ministration of the tests* No effort was made to have
similar classes, the only basis of selection was conven-
ience and teacher cooperation. The four classes chosen re-
cited during the same period and the teachers of these
classes displayed a live interest in the possibilities of
the undertaking*
Two of the classes were studying Ancient History, the
other two Early American History, In accordance with the
prescribed course of studies in the school, College Pre-
paratory students are required to take Ancient History and
General students take Early European History,
This meant, insofar as the tests were concerned, that
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The College Preparatory groups are selected to a consider-
able extent, whereas any pupil in the school may take the
General Course* However, in both courses classes are
grouped insofar as is convenient on the basis of previous
records* Consequently it could be reasonably expected that
the results would show some of the best readers and some of
the worst readers in the school* Between the two extremes
there would, no doubt, be a rather well distributed range*
The tests were administered in the regular recitation
rooms of the classes and since every pupil took the tests
there was no undue alarm in the minds of the pupils as to
their purpose* The particular reading test used required
tv/o class periods to administer, but since the test is
divided into six distinct parts this did not create any
problem* A logical stopping point was chosen for the first
period and no confusion resulted when the test was con-
tinued the next day.
The intelligence tests required only thirty minutes
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IOWA SILENT READING TESTS
NEV/ EDITION
GROUP I
Somerville High School Grade 10,2 Form BM
Student's No. Age IQ Grade Equivalent
1 15-5 113 11.3
2 14-1 113 9.2
3 15-2 113 10.3
4 15-4 110 11.2
5 15-2 113 11.6
6 14-5 103 12.0
7 15-5 118 12.0-1-
8 18-1 112 12.0+
9 15-4 110 ll.l
10 14-0 114 9.4
11 15-3 111 11.3
12 15-3 113 12.0-i-
13 15-4 107 12.0 +
14 14-8 111 9.8
15 18-8 115 12.0+
16 16-1 101 10.8
17 15-2 100 7,5
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GROUP I - CONTINUED
Student’s No* Age IQ Grade Equivalent
19 15-4 116 12.0+
20 15-10 99 9,8
21 15-6 110 9.4
22 18-6 111 12.0+
23 15-4 107 7.8
Medians 15-4 113 11*1
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IOWA SILENT READING TESTS
NEIT/ EDITION
GROUP II
Somerville High School Grade 10*2 Form BM
Student's No. Age IQ Grade Equivalent
1 15-1 94 8.7
2 15-9 99 9.8
3 15-4 101 9.0
4 15-8 102 8.2
5 15-7 103 9.4
6 15-10 98 9.0
7 14-7 100 12.0
8 15-2 100 9.4
9 15-10 87 6,0
10 14-10 114 11.6
11 15-3 91 8.6
12 17 -7 105 12.0-f-
13 15-8 95 9.0
14 15-10 94 8.8
15 16-3 107 11.3
16 14-8 110 10.8
17 15-10 98 8.2
18 17-0 103 9,6
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GROUP II - CONTINUED
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RESULTS
IOWA SILENT reading TESTS
NEW EDITION
GROUP III
Somerville High School Grade 10,2 Form BM
Student'
s
No. Age IQ Grade Equivalent
1 15-10 115 12.0+
2 15-11 110 12.0+
3 14-10 111 11,3
4 16-1 97 10.1
5 15-2 105 7,8
6 18-3 90 9.0
7 16-1 92 8.2
8 16-7 89 8.6l
9 15-9 102 10.3
10 15-1 110 11.1
11 16-8 88 10,1
12 14-10 95 7.1
13 16-10 86 7.8
14 15-10 102 9.0
15 16-2 90 8.6
16 15-10 95 9,0
17 15-8 105 9.8
18 16-4 90 7.8
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RESULTS
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS
NEW EDITION
GROUP IV
Somerville High School Grade 10,2 Form BM
Student’s No. Age IQ Grade Equivalent
1 16-0 92 8.6
2 16-3 102 9.6
3 14-11 115 12.0+
4 16-3 80 5.9
5 15-1 111 11.5
6 15-4 104 9.2
7 15-6 100 7.8
8 15-10 95 6.8
9 16-8 78 6.0
10 16-0 98 7.8
11 16-11 99 9.6
12 15-9 103 9.2
13 15-9 100 9.2
14 15-11 90 8.4
15 16-2 101 8.6
16 15-1 105 9,0
17 15-9 100 9.0
18 15-10 109 10.6
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Somerville High School Grade 10,2 Form BM
Averages
Student's No, 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 82.5 76 86 86.0 69 68.0
2 63.5 89 72 68.0 66 82.5
3 70.0 84 85 70,0 72 78.5
4 48.5 65 78 56.0 41 63.4
5 75.0 86 90 82.0 62 77.5
6 64.0 74 85 76.5 92 86.5
7 66.5 94 85 89.5 72 84.5
8 65.5 94 97 82.0 100 80.5
9 63,0 83 81 74.0 110 82.5
10 60.5 76 77 70.0 72 66.0
11 77.0 94 81 86.0 77 70.5
12 73.5 92 85 73.5 92 82.5
13 82.5 94 86 82,0 100 84.5
14 66,0 86 76 70.0 69 84,5
15 67.0 97 83 80.0 100 80.5
16 79.0 89 79 66.0 48 74.0
17 to
«
CO 67 77 58,0 43 63.5
18 51.5 64 65 57.5 48 82.5
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Somerville High School Grade 10.2 Form BM
Averages
Student's No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 60.5 67 71 62.0 69 68.5
2 75.0 79 76 70.0 62 65.0
3 67.5 89 69 72.0 48 69.5
4 65.0 50 76 64.0 32 66.0
5 70.2 72 86 70.0 44 82.0
6 62,5 68 70 62.0 68 69.5
7 74.0 84 81 80.0 55 82.0
8 66.0 81 86 68.0 45 74.0
9 52.5 48 49 51.5 69 62.5
10 74.5 91 85 85.5 55 86.5
11 63.0 84 81 62.0 55 70.5
12 67.0 89 90 74.0 92 53.0
13 60.5 74 69 64.0 69 75.5
14 54.4 50 48 52.5 68 63.5
15 75,0 83 85 62.0 48 82.0
16 59.5 77 76 78.5 45 82.0
17 68.5 60 77 68.0 62 62.0
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1 2 3 4 5 6
68.5 84 81 75.5 62 84.5
72.5 74 69 61.5 69 57.0
56.5 67 77 56.0 77 57.0
72.5 86 85 74.0 55 72.5
60.5 89 83 78.5 25 84.5
84.5 84 97 88.0 77 82.5
67.0 80 80 69.0 54 75.0Medians
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Somerville High School Grade 10.2 Form BM
Averages
Student’ s No, 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 65.5 84 83 81.0 69 86.5
2 79.5 94 90 91,5 69 84,5
3 65.5 91 79 79.5 69 84.5
4 55.0 66 62 66.0 78 77.5
5 58,5 66 68 64.0 66 82.5
6 56.0 84 72 66,0 45 80.0
7 55.0 78 70 66,0 64 86.5
8 51.0 84 60 71.5 62 78.0
9 62.0 79 79 70.0 66 79.5
10 82.0 81 74 70.0 40 82,5
11 68.0 74 81 73,5 48 75.5
12 55.0 57 60 51.5 69 67,5
13 65.5 74 60 75.5 43 75.5
14 55,0 79 72 64,0 66 86,5
15 60.0 71 79 74.0 77 71.5
16 62.5 69 65 60.0 55 65.0
17 68,0 86 68 64,0 77 86.5
18 56,0 60 69 43.0 66 76.0
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SUBTSST SCORSS
GROUP III - CONTINUED
Averapies
Student's No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
19 82.0 81 74 70,0 40 82,5
20 65.5 91 79 79,5 69 84,5
21 63.2 80 75 64.0 46 72.0
22 55.0 74 66 72.0 69 75.5
23 62.0 84 65 64,0 48 80.5
24 55.0 79 72 64.0 66 86,5
25 62,5 69 65 60.0 55 65,0
26 58,5 71 81 72.0 66 82.5
27 82,0 88 90 95.5 9E 69,5
28 65,5 81 76 68.0 92 60.0
29 62,0 79
.
74 68,0 69 76,0
30 54.5 52 63 43.5 35 46,5
31 76.0 91 81 75,5 63 80.5
32 69.0 77 71 57,5 83 80.5
33 68.5 84 79 74.0 48 67.5
34 75.5 83 71 76.0 66 80.5
35 63,0 81 74 66.0 46 72.5
36 67.5 83 74 64,0 72 68,0
37 60.0 71 79 74.0 77 71,5
Medians 64 80 72 68 66 78
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Somerville High School Grade 10*2 Form BM
Averages
Student's No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 62,0 79 65 68.0 55 83.5
2 60.5 76 68 66.0 92 82,5
3 79.5 94 86 82.0 92 82.5
4 46.5 53 66 55.5 48 46.5
5 78.0 94 83 82.0 59 84.5
6 65.5 72 83 68.0 62 76.0
7 55.0 60 65 62,0 66, 63.0
8 55,0 55 77 51.5 59 64.5
9 53.5 50 49 56.0 48 50.0
10 60.5 72 70 68.0 90 82.5
11 54.0 86 76 68.0 35 76.5
12 69,5 81 62 55.5 69 75.5
13 63.5 62 83 72.0 92 67.0
14 64.0 77 80 72.0 64 78.0
15 55.0 62 68 62.0 64 65.0
16 60.5 77 79 92.0 43 34.0
17 67,0 71 71 64.0 92 59,5
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SUBTSST SCORES
GROUP IV - CONTINUED
Averages
Student's No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
19 71.0 67 74 74.0 62 49,5
20 72,0 57 68 74.0 52 63.5
21 61.5 83 81 75.5 62 80,0
22 57.5 72 71 74.5 62 79.5
23 65.0 74 68 72.0 83 73.5
24 59.5 62 71 62.0 55 57.5
25 42.5 52 58 45.5 25 59.5
26 60.5 71 79 66 ,0 78 73.5
27 70.0 65 72 74.0 68 70.0
28 64.5 79 81 74.0 48 82.0
29 66,0 88 70 72.0 86 75.0
30 64.0 74 73 69.0 60 74.0
31 85.0 84 86 73.5 110 79,5
32 57.0 57 71 60.0 55 48.5
33 55.5 79 72 71.5 41 55.0
34 81,0 89 92 68.0 110 80.5
35 66.0 92 65 74.5 92 70,0
Medians 63 72 73 68 60 72
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The results were in accord with what was expected of
the four groups as classes. The median reading grade equiv-
alent of Group I was 11,1 or nine months advanced. This was
one of the college preparatory classes in ancient history
which according to teacher's estimated was an excellent one.
Group II was one of the poorer preparatory sections
and the median reading grade equivalent was found to be 9,5
or seven months retarded. This group v/as made up of pupils
who insisted on remaining in the preparatory course in spite
of past failures.
Group III showed widely scattered reading grades among
its individual members. They ranged from 5,7 to 12+, This
group was a heterogeneous mixture of general and commercial
course pupils. The class median was 9,4.
The lowest in reading ability of the four classes was
Group IV composed almost entirely of general course pupils.
Its class median reading grade equivalent was 9,1, All but
five of this class were retarded in reading ability. The
grade equivalents ranged from 5.6 to 124,
The median Intelligence Quotients for each of the four
groups likewise turned out as was expected, the highest
being Group I, In this class, more than half of the pupils
were above 110 and only two were below 100,
"Yo bsJoeqxe p.cw J/vr{w LnooDi:. ni stc w pJ’Iirae't erfT
•
-viifps ©bto-jv QdfbeeT /tx-iban' eriT .eaea/vXo aii aqLiO'i>j dwbl orfJ
PJ31/ pJtrfT .bsoHJBvbn cr'J'non* snin no X*XI saw I qwo'iC- lo inela
y'lO^eXxf Jns lona hi. sesaaio y^o;^e^s.i,s^q eoeIXoo ed^ Jo f*iio
.eno J’fieiXaoxo na saw be^aniiJ'a© s'^edoae^ o,t gnifcToaoa doldv.
enoi^of'S y^o»Xl.^a^^^^^q ^&^ooq edJ lo 9no saw II quo'iO
5.^? aci oj- bnt/ol saw ^ne/avlxjpe soa'is gnibae'i naibecn eriJ bnc
eXXqx/q Jo qa ©barn saw airiT .bebTP^eT adJ^notn nsvsa 'lo
O'iqs ill 98'iaoo y^oJ’fi^aqs^q edS iii %ni.iiaai©T no boiaieni odkv
.BtJ'iirXia'!' ,Je6q lo
' gnoma gsbaig 13*11 b^©T bi'TeJJrop yXebiv/ bowode III qI/o^O
sldT .-JI ou ".C toil DegfUi-r yerlT .sT^dnstn Xfiutivlbiii sJi
' XaioT-^niftioo b*io iBion©? lo ©nuJxira at/o©ll8go^t^i©^^ a aoxt qaois
j
»aw iiBibecT aeaio oriT .allq^rq osil'Oo
I
8fiW ax^sea.if' *uxo‘! or 1 lo '.'.liClda gnibx-.«T nl .tetwoX sriT
.sXiqirq ea'if/oo X3'iOii£3 io ytfiiJn© J^sorala or’ROq.'noo VI qi/oiC
Ji;j ! .i.€ sat.* i.ioXsviope ©tidy gr.iri^eT ne.ttea sealo e^I
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e/fT gnlbaei ni bebtr.fsT 9^ox: cedlo lo ovxl
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' luol lo :>o&o 1 p-fn'>lSou^ ©04j©?iXX<*'tnI fiBiben t.fT
' Ja^ffqid ,t£).to©qxa sew 8© Xuo b©mifX. eBlw©?< f X 'iqLfo'tg
siiqixq or.S lo IXad fiariv uioro ,rcbXo aidX nl .1 -;uo^O ponied
,C»Oi «cXed o*ie» oieX yXno brts OXX evoda ®t©v/
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?/ith Group IV the results were just reversed. More than
half of the class was below 100 and only four were above
110, Group II and III showed the same relative standings
in intelligence as in reading ability.
It was noticeable that in every case of marked excel-
lence in reading ability, the IQ was relatively high. How-
ever, the converse was not found to be true. Several pupils
of exceptional intelligence displayed comparatively poor
reading ability,
SUBTEST RasULTS
Analyzing the graph of the four groups, as represented
on one set of co-ordinate axes, it is seen that all four
follow the same general outline. In rate of reading and
comprehension all of the classes are retarded noticeably.
Word meaning and directed reading show satisfactory results.
The results on paragraph comprehension are poor for all but
Group I, In every case ability to comprehend sentence mean-
ing as shown by subtest #5 is decidedly weak.
All of the groups demonstrated a very satisfactory
knowledge of the use of the index and alphabetizing in sub-
test #6, This was very interesting because of the experi-
ences of the Belmont and Newton schools where the Iowa
Reading Test has been used in large numbers in recent years.
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Their results showed that the one general weakness in both
of those towns is inability to locate information by use of
the index.
In seeking an explanation of the difference between
Somerville pupils and those of the other two schools on this
particular subtest, I found that in Somerville all pupils
in the Junior High Schools are brought to libraries and in-
structed in the methods of locating information through
catalogues, indexes and guides of various sorts. Each pupil
is then given a mimeographed sheet containing actual pro-
blems which he is required to look up for himself as an
out-of -school assignment. These sheets are carefully cor-
rected and individual pupils are given any further in-
structions which seem necessary to a clear understanding of
the method.
In Belmont and Newton no such regular instruction was
provided in the past. In the light of the test results in
the Belmont High School the problem was turned over to the
English department for a remedy. The conclusions reached
after considerable study were to provide for just such a
program of instruction in the location of information as
the Somerville schools have practiced for several years,
Newton likewise has taken steps to familiarize its pupils
with the proper use of the index and the \dictionary.
I
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CONCLUSIONS
1# The chief reading difficulties amon^ Somerville
High School sophomores is inability to read with proper
comprehension at a satisfactory rate^ and weakness in
grasping sentence meanings
.
All four of the groups tested were decidely below the
norms in these two subtests*
2, Most sophomore pupils have difficulty in getting
the main idea of a paragraph *
Only one of the four groups were above the norm in
this respect,
3* In general, the pupils tested show satisfactory
command of vocabulary *
Two of the classes were well above the norm in word
meaning and the other two classes were only slightly below
the norm*
4* The average sophomore is able to locate informatior
by the use of an index very satisfactorily * I
Three of the classes were above the norm on this sub- |
Itest and the fourth was very near to it* i
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5. Good reading ability accompanies success In schol-
ship
.
The most carefully selected class was the highest in
reading ability and the other three arranged themselves in
the same relative order in reading ability as in scholar-
ship, This confirms the results determined by Part I of
this thesis, namely, that success in scholarship varies
with reading ability.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1, A program of testing for reading ability should be
put into operation in the Somerville school system.
No such program has ever been attempted officially.
The result is that the learning difficulties of pupils be-
cause of poor reading have not been generally recognized.
Failures in high school in particular would, without doubt,
be reduced greatly if remedial work were provided as soon
as need for it became known,
2,
To complement the results of such a reading test.
Intelligence tests should also be given to each pupil.
The results of this research project show that poor
reading ability in general accompanies low intelligence.
Therefore, it v/ould be a practical impossibility to improve
the reading of pupils of sub-normal intelligence to any
appreciable extent.
This fact was recognized in the program of remedical
work in reading which was begun in the Newton Schools about
five years ago. The remedial classes were organized on the
basis of intelligence and the results showed this classifi-
cation to be a good one. In groups of normally intelligent
children in junior high school, an average increase in read
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months period. The pupils of sub-normal intelligence did
not show any such improvement. In fact, some of them were
even further retarded in reading after being given remedial
work.
3, Remedial reading classes should be provided not
later than the first year of .lunior high school.
Because of the requirements of college entrance, the
average high school pupil must devote all of his time to the
prescribed curriculum. Any time taken for remedial work in
reading would either be an added burden or would necessitate
the neglect of some required study.
The argument might be advanced here that a pupil who is
seriously retarded in reading should not be considered as
college material. This is best answered by the results of a
study at Harvard University during the past two years. It
was found that a large percentage of all entering freshmen
were retarded appreciably in reading ability. These stud-
ents ranked no doubt very high in mental ability but their
success in school work was due to extreme effort because of
their handicap.
4. Reading ability should be recognized as one of the
most important factors required for success in high school
work
.
A study of the individual cases in this project shows
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that no one whose reading grade was more than two years
retarded achieved honor marks in school work. That is to
|
say, such pupils did not qualify for the school "Honor Roll"]
by their records of the school year 1939-40,
I
On the other hand, of the pupils tested, every one who |
showed a reading grade of three or more years retarded was ^
failing in more than one subject. Further, the subjects in
which these failures occur most frequently was English,
I
history, and other courses where reading plays a prominent
j




subjects as drawing, manual arts and mathematics,
|
VALUE OF THIS PROJECT I
There is at present a growing and widespread recogni-
tion of the fact, so long ignored by educators, that read-
ing ability plays a most important role in a student’s
j
scholastic success. Publishers report an increasing demand
for reading tests, books on remedial reading, and text books
i
appropriate for pupils of retarded reading ability. Pro- i
gressive school departments are investigating the problem
and even Harvard University has recently begun a study of
the situation as it affects entering classes at that
institution. i
This particular thesis may bring the problem close to
home insofar as the Somerville school system is concerned.
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and it is quite possible that the effects may be far-reach
ing in the future. With that aim in mind I have attempted
in my work on this project to build up statistical evi-
dence of the need for a program of remedial reading.
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RATE-COMPREHENSION — PART A
Directions. This is a test to see how well and how rapidly you can read silently. Read this story about
“Sugar Cane” very carefully so that you can answer questions about it.
At the end of 07ie minute you wall hear the word “ Stop.” Put your finger on the word you are reading and
wait for further instructions.
Sugar
Sugar is made from several different kinds of plants.
In the United States, sugar cane is one of the important
plants from which we get sugar. In the sugar-cane
plant, the stalks or canes are jointed like those of
the Indian corn. For this reason it is sometimes
called a cousin of the Indian corn. The plant grows
best in a tropical or very warm climate.
In preparing the land for the planting, it is first
plowed. Ridges are then thrown up from six to eight
feet apart. A shallow ditch is made in the top of
each ridge. Two or three rows of jointed sections
cut from the main stalk are laid end to end in this
trench. On large plantations machines cover the
stalks. In the smaller fields men with hoes do the
work.
Several canes bearing grass-like leaves grow from
each root. The plants grow rapidly under the heat
of the Southern sun. By harvest time they reach a
height of from five to twenty feet and a diameter of
about two inches. For a number of years the cane
will spring up from the same roots, but gradually it
<#-2
Cane
becomes poorer in quality. The old root is then
plowed up and new cuttings are planted. Where
labor is plentiful, the planting is done each year. In
Louisiana the stubble will produce a good crop the
second or even the third year.
Harvesting usually begins in October. It is better
to let the cane have just as long as possible to grow,
for sugar forms in the juice of the cane most rapidly
in the latter part of the life of the cane stalk. How-
ever, it must be cut before frost injures the quality
of the juice in the stalk. When the canes are cut, they
are taken in bundles to the mills, where the juice is
taken out by running the stalks through heavy rollers.
The crushed stalks are used as fuel for the engines
which run the mills.
The juice, which is a yellowish-green liquid having
a pleasant odor, is then strained and boiled until it
thickens. The molasses which we use in our homes
is obtained from the first boiling of the juice. Raw
sugar is not secured until a more careful refining of
the juice has taken place.
Wait for further directions.
Do not answer any of the questions until you UfC tViU i,V uv
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TEST 1. RATE-COMPREHENSION — PART D
Directions. Without looking at the article, answer these questions about the story you have just read.
You will have two minutes for this work.
Read each question carefully. Then fill in the answer space in the margin under the number of the answer
you think is right. The sample is answered correctly.
Sample. How did the knight in olden days protect his followers? ^












What was the water-filled ditch called which usually surrounded a castle ?
1 drawbridge 2 moat 3 canal i
If the enemy had time he usually preferred to attack the castle by —
1 breaking through the wall 2 undermining the wall 3 starving the defenders 2
Where did knights build their castles in order to prevent an enemy from undermining the walls?
1 on a hill 2 on rocky ground 3 near water 3
From what did the knight and his followers need protection ?
1 lawless men 2 wild animals 3 storms 4
A battering-ram was of little use in capturing a castle —
1 built on a hill 2 with very thick walls 3 surrounded by water 5
How did the enemy soldiers cross the moat when attacking a castle ?
1 by boats 2 by swimming 3 by filling the moat with stones 6
Why was a large castle usually safe from attack by all but the boldest foes?
1 so strongly fortified 2 brave defenders 3 the king’s order 7
What weapons were used by the defenders ?
1 towers on wheels 2 battering-rams 3 stones s
Why did the enemy often dig a tunnel under the waU ?
1 to cause the wall to cave in 2 to flood the castle 3 to hide from the defenders 9
Laying siege was a good way to capture a castle because it was —
1 a quick method 2 the easiest way 3 the only successful method 10
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TEST 2. DIRECTED READING— PART A
Directions. The story about “ Sugar Cane ” is given below, with each sentence numbered. These numbers
are to help you answer more questions about the story. Read each question and find the sentence in the story
which answers it. Notice the number of this sentence. Find this number among the answer spaces at the
right of the question and fill in the space under it.
^
Look at Sample A below. Space No. 2 is filled because the question “What plant produces much of the
sugar which is made in the United States?” is answered in sentence No. 2 in the story. Study Sample B.
Read the question. Sentence No. 1 gives the answer to the question ; so space No. 1 should be filled in. Do
it now. Answer the other questions in a similar manner.
You will have five minutes for this work. You may read parts of the story again if you need to do so.
Sugar Cane
^ Sugar is made from several different kinds of
plants. ^ In the United States, sugar cane is one of
the important plants from which we get sugar. '’ In
the sugar-cane plant, the stalks or canes are jointed
like those of the Indian corn. ^ For this reason it is
sometimes called a cousin of the Indian corn. ® The
plant grows best in a tropical or very warm climate.
® In preparing the land for the planting, it is first
plowed. ^ Ridges are then thrown up from six to
eight feet apart. *A shallow ditch is made in the top of
each ridge. ® Two or three rows of jointed sections cut
from the main stalk are laid end to end in this trench.
On large plantations machines cover the stalks.
“ In the smaller fields men with hoes do the work.
Several canes bearing grass-like leaves grow from
each root. The plants grow rapidly under the heat
of the Southern sun. By harvest time they reach
a height of from five to twenty feet and a diameter of
about two inches. For a number of years the cane
will spring up from the same roots, but gradually it
becomes poorer in quality. The old root is then
plowed up and new cuttings are planted. Where
labor is plentiful, the planting is done each year.
In Louisiana the stubble will produce a good crop
the second or even the third year.
Harvesting usually begins in October. It is
better to let the cane have just as long as possible to
grow, for sugar forms in the juice of the cane most
rapidly in the latter part of the life of the cane stalk.
However, it must be cut before frost injures the
quality of the juice in the stalk. When the canes
are cut, they are taken in bundles to the mills, where
the juice is taken out by running the stalks through
heavy rollers. The crushed stalks are used as fuel
for the engines which run the mills.
The juice, which is a yellowish-green liquid having
a pleasant odor, is then strained and boiled until it
thickens. The molasses which we use in our homes
is obtained from the first boiling of the juice. Raw
sugar is not secured until a more careful refining of the
Juice has taken place.
Samples.
A. What plant produces much of the sugar
made in the United States? a
B. Do many kinds of plants produce sugar?. . . b
1. Which sentence tells one way in which sugar
cane and corn stalks are alike ? i
2. Does sugar cane grow better in a hot or a cold
country ? 2
3. What relation is the sugar-cane plant to corn ?3
4. How far apart are the rows of cane planted ?.
4
6. What is the first step in getting land ready for
planting sugar cane ? 5
6. How do owners of large sugar-cane fields cover
the cane stalks when planting? 6
7. What kind of leaves does the sugar-cane plant
grow ? 7
44^
8. How tall does sugar cane sometimes grow ? . . . s
9. Does the sugar-cane plant grow fast or slowly ?9
10. Under what conditions are new cane stalks
planted each year? 10
11. When the old plants fail to produce, what is
done to get a better crop? 11
12. Where could a man who raises sugar cane get
results without planting each year? 12
13. When is the cutting of sugar cane usually
begun? 13
14. What danger is there in waiting too long before
harvesting sugar cane? 14
15. When does the cane juice become richest in
sugar? 15
16. How is the juice removed from the stalks? . . le
17. What color is the cane juice? 17
18. What product is made after the cane juice has
been cooked only once? is
19. What are the stalks used for after the juice has
been removed? 19
20. What is the process called by which the raw
sugar is obtained ? 20
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TEST 2. DIRECTED READING — PART B
Directions. The story about “ Storming a Castle in Olden Times ” is given below, with each sentence
numbered. Read each question and find the sentence in the story which answers it. Notice the number of
this sentence. Find this number among the answer spaces at the right of the question and fill in the space
under it. The sample is answered correctly.
You will have five minutes for this work. I Read parts of the story again if you need to do so.
Storming a Castle in Olden Times
^ In olden times, no man was safe unless he could
protect himself with his own strong arm or the arms
of his followers. ^ Thus the home of a knight had to
be well fortified. ® Most of the great castles of that
time were located on high, rocky points near a river or
lake. ^ In this way they could be entirely surrounded
by a moat, or deep ditch filled with water. ® This
moat could be crossed only by means of a drawbridge.
® The enemy thus would find it very difficult to reach
the castle. ' The castle walls were usually built of
heavy stone and were very high and thick.
® After looking at the ruins of one of these ancient
castles and seeing how they were fortified, it is easy
to see why only the bravest enemy ever tried to capture
one of them. ® The easiest way, if the foe could spare
the time, was to lay siege to the castle. This meant
surrounding it, cutting off its food supply, and waiting
until those within were starved into surrendering.
“ However, if the enemy could not wait to take the
castle by siege, there were three common and usually
quicker methods.
One way was to try to batter down the walls or
gates by means of a machine called a battering-ram.
This usually consisted of a heavy iron-headed beam
slung on chains between towers on wheels. These
towers were moved up close to the walls by the enemy.
Then the iron head of the beam was crashed into
the gates or against the walls.
Often the walls were too strong to be broken
down by this battering-ram. Then the enemy must
use his second method of attack. This meant that
he must get to the top of the walls and overpower the
defenders. For this purpose a tall wooden tower
as high as the castle walls was built and set on rollers.
The moat was then filled with rocks and trees to
make a roadway. Then the tower, filled with men,
was rolled across the moat and up to the wall. The
moment it was near the walls, a drawbridge was let
fall from the top of the tower to the wall. The
attackers rushed across, and the battle was on. Of
course, the defenders of the castle were not idle.
Heavy stones were hurled upon the tower to wreck
it. Often they tried to burn it and the men by
throwing blazing tar and pitch upon the tower.
Another method of attack was to try to under-
mine the walls of the castle. If the walls rested
on rock, this method of attack was usually not success-
ful. But if the walls were built on soft soil, it
was often possible for the enemy to dig an underground
passage under the very base of the walls. The top
of the passage was supported by heavy beams.
These kept the roof from caving in while the digging
was going on. Later these beams were set on fire,
with the result that the top of the passageway would
fall in and with it the portion of the wall above it.
Through this break in the wall the enemy would
rush, with a good chance of winning a victory.
Sample. Which sentence tells how a knight pro-
tected himself in olden times?
1. What kind of place was usually chosen for a
castle ? 1
2. How did a friendly visitor get across this deep
ditch to the castle gate ? 2
3. What name was given to the water-filled ditch
around the castle grounds ? 3
4. Of what were the castle walls usually made ?.
4
5. What was the easiest way of taking a castle in
olden times ? r>
6. What word describes the man who would try to
take a large castle ? 6














How was a battering-ram made ? s
Were castle walls sometimes difficult to crush
with a battering-ram ? o
What part of the battering-ram was used to
break down the walls? 10
What was a second method of attack, used when
the walls could not be crashed ? 11
What did the enemy usually use to get to the
top of the castle walls? 12
What did the enemy use to get across from the
tower to the castle wall? 13
What was used to make a roadway close up to
the castle when the attack was made? 14
What did the defenders often use to try to burn
the enemy? 15
How did the men in the castle try to crush the
movable towers? 16
What was the third common method of
attack? 17
Was undermining a good method when the
castle was built on soft soil? is
How did the enemy keep the tunnel from caving
in while it was being dug? 19
What made the castle wall cave in when the
enemy was ready to attack ? 20
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TEST 3. PART A: GENERAL VOCABULARY
Directions. One of the four numbered words in each exercise means almost the same as the first word.
Find the word. Note its number. Then mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same.
,
Sample. Little 1 real 2 light 3 small 4 brittle







8 . Hastily —
9. Gently —
10 . Idly—
11 . Magnificent —
12 . Annoyance—
1 wise 2 correct 3 brave 4 obedient
1 flat 2 large 3 crooked 4 gravel 2 I
1 fear 2 fight 3 enemy 4 courage 3
1 form 2 smile 3 act 4 jump 4
1 ordinary 2 good 3 easy 4 complete 5
1 long 2 tall 3 straight 4 slim e
1 soundly 2 quickly 3 silently 4 fast 7
1 rudely 2 heartily 3 strangely 4 quickly s
1 neatly 2 nicely 3 kindly 4 lovely 9
1 naughtily 2 sickly 3 busily 4 lazily 10
1 magic 2 wonderful 3 good 4 electric n
1 disturbance 2 condition 3 help 4 enjoyment 12
13. Ancient — 1 wrecked 2 long 3 angry 4 old 13
'
1





15. A bsurd— 1 absent 2 ridiculous 3 manifest 4 afraid 15
1
1
16. Refresh — 1 reform 2 water 3 revive 4 destroy
1
1
17. Consequently — 1 consciously 2 thus 3 accordingly 4 frequently
1
18. Sinewy— 1 false 2 strong 3 sincere 4 dewy 18
i
1




1 remaining 2 eternal 3 easy 4 eventful
21. Preeminent — 1 superior 2 sure 3 bothered 4 skilled
j




23. Harass— 1 hitch 2 name 3 trouble 4 harness
i
1
24. A nimosity — 1 friendship 2 activity 3 hostility 4 anniversary
i
^25. Manifestation — 1 wonder 2 feasting 3 station 4 display
26. Peradventure— 1 going 2 perhaps 3 exciting 4 hardship
1
1
27. Prodigious — 1 prodigy 2 industrious 3 cruel 4 huge
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TEST 3. PART B: SUBJECT-MATTER VOCABULARY
Directions. Answer these exercises just as you did in Part A. The sample is answered correctly. ;i
Sample. Big— 1 new 2 large 3 good 4 easy ; H^ I
I
1
1. Agriculture — 1 rural life 2 agreement 3 farming 4 archaeology ijli
; 1
2. Altitude— 1 height 2 alternate 3 level 4 drawn out 2 \ \\
I
1









Circumference — 1 distance around a circle 2 circulation 3 area 4 distance through . . 5 ; ;
;
1 1
6. Barrier— 1 country 2 barren land 3 hindrance 4 sea e 1 n
;
1
7. Enlist— 1 arm 2 enlighten 3 enliven 4 enroll 7 ;n
j
1




9. Yield— 1 farm 2 yell 3 produce 4 market 9 ;H
'
1




11. Abdomen— 1 nervous system 2 head 3 middle part of body 4 feet 11 iH
;
1
12 . Decrease— 1 decree 2 become less 3 change about 4 expand 12 !;
; 1





















1 follower 2 one who flees 3 one who chases 4 enemy 14 I i:
I
1
1 diameter 2 disdain 3 ground covered 4 space between two objects 15
I 1
1
1 uneducated 2 ill-natured 3 foreign 4 illuminated le.'H
;
1
1 culminate 2 till 3 harvest 4 send i?;:!
I
1
1 different 2 wrong 3 the same 4 correct isM
I 1







1 examination 2 sample 3 answer 4 solution 20 M
1 1
1 a waterfall 2 damage 3 a barrier to keep in water 4 a power house, . .21 ;
I
1




1 navigation helps 2 deluge 3 sand bar 4 deposit at river’s mouth 23 I H
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OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING TESTS OF MENTAL ABILITY
By Arthur S. Otis
Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department
HIGHER EXAMINATION: FORM A
For High Schools and Colleges Score
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do.
Do not open this paper, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. Fill these blanks, giving your
name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly.
Name Age last birthday years
First name, initial, and last name
Birthday Class Date 19 ... .
Month Day
School or College City
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here is a
sample question already answered correctly. Notice how the question is answered
:
Which one of the five words below tells what an apple is ?
I flower, 2 tree, 3 vegetable, 4 fruit, 5 animal ( 4^ )
The right answer, of course, is “fruit”
;
so the word “fruit” is underUned. And the word “fruit”
is No. 4 ; so a figure 4 is placed in the parentheses at the end of the dotted line. This is the way you
are to answer the questions.
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer
;
just draw a line under it and then
put its number in the parentheses :
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of north ?
I pole, 2 equator, 3 south, 4 east, 5 west ( )
The answer, of course, is “south”
;
so you should have drawn a line under the word “south” and
put a figure 3 in the parentheses. Try this one
:
A foot is to a man and a paw is to a cat the same as a hoof is to a — what ?
I dog, 2 horse, 3 shoe, 4 blacksmith, 5 saddle ( )
The answer, of course, is “horse”; so you should have drawn a fine under the word “horse” and
put a figure 2 in the parentheses. Try this one
At four cents each, how many cents will 6 pencils cost ? ( )
The answer, of course, is 24, and there is nothing to underline ; so just put the 24 in the parentheses.
If the answer to any question is a number or a letter, put the number or letter in the parentheses
without underlining anything. Make all letters like printed capitals.
The test contains 75 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the
best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to
get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend
too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner
after the test begins. Lay your pencil down.
Do not turn this page until you are told to begin.
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
Copyright 1922 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. AU rights reserved, osatma : he : A-SS
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
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Examination begins here:
1. The opposite of hate is (?)
I enemy, 2 fear, 3 love, 4 friend, 5 joy ( ) ^
2. If 3 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents? ( )
3. A bird does not always have (?)
I wings, 2 eyes, 3 feet, 4 a nest, 5 a bill ( )‘
4. The opposite of honor is ( ?)
I glory, 2 disgrace, 3 cowardice, 4 fear, 5 defeat ; . . .
;
( )
5. A fox most resembles a (?)
I wolf, 2 goat, 3 pig, 4 tiger, 5 cat ( )
6. Quiet is related to sound in the same way that darkness is related to ( ?)
I a cellar, 2 sunlight, 3 noise, 4 stillness, 5 loud ( )
7. A party consisted of a man and his wife, his two sons and their wives, and four children in
each son’s family. How many were there in the party? ( )
8. A tree always has ( ?)
I leaves, 2 fruit, 3 buds, 4 roots, 5 a shadow ( )
9. The opposite of economical is (?)
I cheap, 2 stingy, 3 extravagant, 4 value, 5 rich ( )
10. Silver is more costly than iron because it is ( ?)
I heavier, 2 scarcer, 3 whiter, 4 harder, 5 prettier ( )
11. Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb? “The early
bird catches the worm.” ( )
1. Don’t do the impossible.
2. Weeping is bad for the eyes.
3. Don’t worry over troubles before they come.
4. Early birds like worms best.
5. Prompt persons often secure advantages over tardy ones.
6. It is foolish to fret about things we can’t help.
12. Which statement above tells the meaning of this proverb? “Don’t cry over spilt milk.”. ... ( )
13. Which statement above explains this proverb? “Don’t cross a bridge till you get to it.”. ..
. ( )
14. An electric light is related to a candle as an automobile is to (?)
I a carriage, 2 electricity, 3 a tire, 4 speed, 5 glow ( )
15. If a boy can run at the rate of 6 feet in of a second, how many feet can he run in 10 seconds? ( )
16. A meal always involves ( ?)
I a table, 2 dishes, 3 hunger, 4 food, 5 water ( )
17. Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four?
I bend, 2 shave, 3 chop, 4 whittle, 5 shear ( )
18. The opposite of never is (?)
I often, 2 sometimes, 3 occasionally, 4 always, 5 frequently ( )
19. A clock is related to time as a thermometer is to (?)
I a watch, 2 warm, 3 a bulb, 4 mercury, 5 temperature ( )
20. Which word makes the truest sentence? Men are (?) shorter than their wives.
I always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never ( )
21. One number is wrong in the following series. Wbat should that number be?
I 4 2 5 3 6 4 7 5 9 6 9 ( )
22. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) .Ml members of this club are
Republicans. Smith is not a Republican. Smith is a member of this club.
I true, 2 false, 3 not certain ( )
23. A contest always has (?)
I an umpire, 2 opponents, 3 spectators, 4 applause, 5 victory ( )
24. Wliich number in this series appears a second time nearest the beginning?
6 4 5 3 7 8 o 9 s 9 8 8 6 5 4 7 3 o 8 9 i ( )
25. The moon is related to the earth as the earth is to (?)
i Mars, 2 the sun, 3 clouds, 4 stars, 5 the universe ( )
26. Which word makes the truest sentence? Fathers are (?) wiser than their sons.
I always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never ( )
[2]
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27. The opposite of awkward is (?)
I strong, 2 pretty, 3 short, 4 graceful, 5 swift ( )
28. A mother is always (?) than her daughter.
I wiser, 2 taller, 3 stouter, 4 older, 5 more wrinkled ( )
29. Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb? “The
burnt child dreads the fire.” ( )
1. Frivolity flourishes when authority is absent.
2. Unhappy experiences teach us to be careful.
3. A thing must be tried before we know its value.
4. A meal is judged by the dessert.
5. Small animals never play in the presence of large ones.
6. Children suffer more from heat than grown people.
30. Which statement above explains this proverb ? “When the cat is away, the mice will play.” ( )
31. Which statement above explains this proverb ? “The proof of the pudding is in the eating.” ( )
32. If the settlement of a difference is made by mutual concession, it is called a (?)
I promise, 2 compromise, 3 injunction, 4 coercion, 5 restoration ( )
33. What is related to disease as carefulness is to accident?
I doctor, 2 surgery, 3 medicine, 4 hospital, 5 sanitation ( )
34. Of the five things below, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four ?
I smuggle, 2 steal, 3 bribe, 4 cheat, 5 sell ( )
35. If 10 boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when empty weighs 4 pounds, how
many pounds do all the apples weigh ? ( )
36. The opposite of hope is (?)
I faith, 2 misery, 3 sorrow, 4 despair, 5 hate ( )
37. If all the odd-numbered letters in the alphabet were crossed out, what would be the tenth
letter not crossed out? Print it. Do not mark the alphabet.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ( )
38. What letter in the word superfluous is the same number in the word (counting from the
beginning) as it is in the alphabet? Print it ( )
39. What people say about a person constitutes his ( ?)
I character, 2 gossip, 3 reputation, 4 disposition, 5 personality ( )
40. If 2-^ yards of cloth cost 30 cents, how many cents will 10 yards cost ? ( )
41. If the words below were arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the second
word of the sentence begin ? Make it like a printed capital.
same means big large the as ( )
42. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) George is older than Frank.
James is older than George. Frank is younger than James.
I true, 2 false, 3 not certain ( )
43. Suppose the first and second letters in the word constitutional were interchanged, also the
third and fourth letters, the fifth and sixth, etc. Print the letter that would then be the twelfth
letter counting to the right ( )
44. One number is wrong in the following series. Wliat should that number be?
0 I 3 6 10 15 21 28 34 ( )
45. If 4^ yards of cloth cost 90 cents, how many cents will 2^ yards cost? ( )
46. A man’s influence in a community should depend upon his ( ?)
1 wealth, 2 dignity, 3 wisdom, 4 ambition, 5 political power ( )
47. What is related to, few as ordinary is to exceptional?
I none, 2 some, 3 many, 4 less, 5 more ( )
48. The opposite of treacherous is ( ?)
I friendly, 2 brave, 3 wise, 4 cowardly, 5 loyal ( )
49. Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four?
I good, 2 large, 3 red, 4 walk, 5 thick ( )
50. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) Some of Brown’s friends are
Baptists. Some of Brown’s friends are dentists. Some of Brown’s friends are Baptist dentists.
I true, 2 false, 3 not certain ( )
51. How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word largest, using
any letter any number of times?
great, stagger, grasses, trestle, struggle, rattle, garage, strangle ( )
52. The statement that the moon is made of green cheese is (?)
I absurd, 2 misleading, 3 improbable, 4 unfair, 5 wicked ( )
r - 1 Do not stop. Go on with the next page.
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53. Of the five things following, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four ?
I tar, 2 snow, 3 soot, 4 ebony, 5 coal ( )
54. What is related to a cube in the same way in which a circle is related to a square?
I circumference, 2 sphere, 3 corners, 4 solid, 5 thickness ( )
55. If the following words were seen on a wall by looking in a mirror on an opposite wall, which
word would appear exactly the same as if seen directly?
I OfflO, 2 SAW, 3 NOON, 4 MOTOR, 5 OTTO ( )
56. If a strip of cloth 24 inches long will shrink to 22 inches when washed, how many inches long
will a 36-inch strip be after shrinking? ( )
57. Which of the following is a trait of character?
I personality, 2 esteem, 3 love, 4 generosity, 5 health ( )
58. Find the two letters in the word doing which have just as many letters between them in the
word as in the alphabet. Print the one of these letters that comes first in the alphabet.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ ( )
59. Revolution is related to evolution as flying is to ( ?)
I birds, 2 whirling, 3 walking, 4 wings, 5 standing ( )
60. One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
I 3 9 27 81 108 ( )
61. If Frank can ride a bicycle 30 feet while George runs 20 feet, how many feet can Frank ride
while George runs 30 feet ? ( )
62. Count each N in this series that is followed by an O next to it if the O is not followed by a T
next to it. Tell how many N’s you count.
NONTQM NOT MONOONQMNNOQNOTONA MONO M ( )
63. A man who is averse to change and progress is said to be (?)
I democratic, 2 radical, 3 conservative, 4 anarchistic, 5 liberal ( )
64. Print the letter which is the fourth letter to the left of the letter which is midway between O
and S in the alphabet ( )
65. What number is in the space which is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in the circle? ( )
66. What number is in the same geometrical figure or figures as the number 8? ( )
67. How many spaces are there that are in any two but only two geometrical figures? ( )
68. A surface is related to a line as a line is to ( ?)
I solid, 2 plane, 3 curve, 4 point, 5 string ( )
69. If the first two statements following are true, the third is ( ?) One cannot become a good vio-
linist without much practice. Charles practices much on the violin. Charles will become
a good violinist.
I true, 2 false, 3 not certain ( )
70. If the words below were arranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last
word of the sentence end? Print the letter as a capital.
sincerity traits courtesy character of desirable and are ( )
71. A man who is influenced in making a decision by preconceived opinions is said to be (?)
I influential, 2 prejudiced, 3 h\q)ocritical, 4 decisive, 5 impartial ( )
72. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and 3 parts milk. How many pints of cream wdll it
take to make 15 pints of the mixture? ( )
73. What is related to blood as physics is to motion?
I temperature, 2 veins, 3 body, 4 physiology, S geography ( )
74. A statement the meaning of which is not definite is said to be (?)
I erroneous, 2 doubtful, 3 ambiguous, 4 distorted, 5 hypothetical ( )
75. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is f as long as the other piece, how many
inches long must the shorter piece be ? ( )
c
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